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“If one were to draw a template for how to meld 
geography, poetry, history and art into one volume…
this sumptuous book is that template.” –Rodger Martin, 
Managing Editor Emeritus, Worcester Review 

“An imaginative and heartfelt evocation… a �nely 
wrought portrait of the idiosyncratic history and 
personality of this place, and its power to inspire those 
who dwell within it.” –Michael Steinitz, Director, 
Preservation Planning Division, Massachusetts Historical 
Commission

sample pages

Leonard A. Haug, 
known for his beautiful 
paper mosaic and collage 
art, has brought to life a 
small New England 
village, from the initial 
settlement to the present 
day.  With over 40 
contributing artists, 

poets, and writers, Mr. Haug has produced an 
original and beautiful history of the village of 
East Princeton in central Massachusetts.



Contributing Artists, Poets, 
and Writers
Sharon Jordan Bahosh – oil
Iphigenia Gossios Burg – oil-pastel
Doris M. Carter – watercolors
Nicholas E. Connors – watercolor
Denis Coughlin – oil
Denyse Dar – watercolor
Bruce R. Dean – photographs
Clair Degutis – poetry
Judith E. Dino – watercolor, pencil
Alicia K. Drakiotes – oil
Mark Fiandaca – essays, poetry
Claire Mowbray Golding – poetry
Charles Gray – watercolor
Leonard A. Haug – multiple
Yvonne Hemingway – watercolor
Tom Kellner – charcoal
Deborah Roberts Kirk – watercolor
Naida J. Knox – watercolor
Paula Ayres Leary – calligraphy
Sau-Mei Leung – watercolor
Lori MacDonald – acrylic
Priscilla Mavrikis-Walker – watercolor
James McKnight – photograph
Philip O’Brien – photographs
Nancy Orlando – poetry
James D. O’Rourke – pencil
Diane Ulmer Pedersen – acrylic
Lawrence Pistrang – essays
Marilyn S. Pratt – watercolor
Joanne Quinn – oils, pastel
Lisa Regopoulos – pastel
Michael J. Rogan – oil
Susan Roney-O’Brien – poetry
Karen Rossow – essays
Pam Short – pastels
Joseph K. Smith – scratchboard
Barry Van Dusen – watercolors, inks, & pencil
Eric Vickery – photographs
Rigmor Washburn – watercolor
Sophie Waterhouse – ink
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�e �ne art images, in a variety of media, are the work of 
talented area artists; almost all were created speci�cally for 
this limited-edition book. �e images and writings provide 
glimpses of village history and its beautiful surroundings. Some of 
the paintings are based on old photographs, while others spring from 
the imagination of the artists. All of the poems and essays were 
written by local poets and writers and bring the events of the past and 
present alive. Vintage photographs, historical documents, and 
present-day aerial views are included. Anyone who enjoys the 
landscape and history of New England will enjoy the portrait of this 
small charming village.

– Limited edition �ne arts high quality color 124-page case bound 
oversize co�ee table book

– Published by Leonard A. Haug

– Pro�ts to support the Princeton Historical Society, Princeton Arts 
Society, and Friends of Mechanics Hall

– Advance orders now being accepted

– Single copy and multiple copy pre-delivery purchase discounts 
available through October 31

– See order form below for pricing

The Scenes and Seasons of a 
Small New England Village
as told through the works of area artists, poets, 
and writers

Leonard A. Haug  |  leonardahaug@gmail.com  |  978-464-2952

Quantity Cost per ADVANCE DISCOUNTED PURCHASE PRICES
purchased book per book subtotal MA tax Total
1 book $65.00 $60.00 $60.00 $3.75 $63.75
2 books $62.50 $55.00 $110.00 $6.88 $116.88
3 books $60.00 $50.00 $150.00 $9.38 $159.38
4 books $57.50 $47.50 $190.00 $11.88 $201.88
5+ books $55.00 $45.00 x # of books + 6.25% tax = $

Note: Advance purchase discount ends October 31, 2017. Please 
make checks payable to “Len Haug”.  Send completed order form and 
payment to: Len Haug, 20 Rocky Pond Road, Princeton, MA 01541. 
Delivery in November. Purchaser will be contacted.

The Scenes and Seasons of a Small New England Village    ORDER FORM


